Fear and Loathing in the Fog: The Perceived (and Persistent) Vagaries of Tenure Standards Among Mass Communication Professors
This research started as an inquiry into how "born-online" publishing is valued (or not valued) by tenure committees. More than 2,500 professors at large and small universities and colleges across the country were asked to respond to an online survey centered on measuring the levels of acceptability amongst their faculty for new journals created on the web with no print antecedents. More than 500 did, and almost 400 completed the survey. Yet, the responses to questions regarding the tenure process-a last minute addition-turned out to be at least as interesting. In addition, we received dozens of emails from those faculty members choosing to opt out of the survey, presenting a fascinating range of emotions running the gamut from confusion and fear to visceral anger.
It could be argued (and has been argued) that the lack of a clear set of standards allows tenure committees to respond to each candidate's own style of research. That is, in the mindset of some, flexibility is good. Flexibility avoids harsh, immovable standards that might lead to a possible disqualification of a worthy candidate. At the same time, however, some candidates-at least as exhibited in this survey-feel the vagueness of the standards and the process of evaluating those standards might allow for personal, nonscholarly bias. Their concerns are without some foundation. This is, after all, a discussion and debate that has raged over generations of academia and is very likely to continue to do so. (Bradley 2006, 1; Carter 1991; Stevenson 2010, 1; Verrier 1992) So much is at stake: tenure provides to the researcher and educator protection, usually, from random censure and dismissal related to controversial works. It allows professors to present controversial ideas without fear of retribution. Of course, critics note that it is, in some cases, an opportunity to "coast" to retirement, with tenured professors putting forth little or no effort.
Whatever the consequences of tenure, it is, in itself, a major hurdle for all academic professors. In many ways, it holds equal-if not higher status-status of the annual evaluations of department chairs. Tenure committees are expected to be the guardians of a particular field of research and protectors of the standing and reputation of the department and college. Decisions of tenure cannot be taken lightly. It should not be assumed that all negative tenure votes are based on personal bias any more than all positive votes are based on deserving faculty work.
It is a system that had been a lightening rod within academia for as long as it has existed. And the questions that are routinely raised demand attention and serious consideration. Should tenure standards be explicit? Should candidates be made clear on precisely what is expected for tenure? Should the committee be allowed to use unstated standards? Should the entire process be kept in the shadows, that is, anonymous? Should tenure-track faculty be mentored along the way or are they expected to rise to the standard "on their own," as have many prior faculty candidates.
What is at question here is not just an institutional tradition that may have run its course and is certainly being overtaken by the tides and demands of new media and new technologies. What is in play is how we, the academy, going forward will judge the good works from the not-so-good works from plainly bad scholarship. This is not, or at least should not be a matter of style (as in "you cannot publish in a law journal unless you are trained to write like a lawyer, regardless the value of your research"-which may be truer than not). Nor should the argument succumb to the vagaries of "more speech is better than less speech," though the proposition has its strong points. Certainly we can hide behind tradition, though it is not a particularly strong position as it once was. One only has to consider the current state of newspapers to realize that relying on tradition to steer readers to traditional methods of accessing and digesting news may not be a good idea.
Yes, the tenure process has insured that some of the best researchers have been moved forward, while the rest, well, go do something else, like, perhaps, work at a lesser university, community college or teach-only institution. But has the tenure process really lived up to its reputation? And are community colleges really stuffed full of tenure rejects?
While we do not pretend to address the issue of tenure-less professors at community colleges (worthy as it is) in this work, we do wish to suggest that the belief by tenured faculty that they a pirori know what is the undefined best for the "little people," also equally derisively called "junior faculty," is has generated unnecessary fear and doubt among even the best candidates for the lofty status of "associate."
Perhaps it is time to step back, examine the history of the tenure process-as much as a such a purposely vague, purposely secretive process can be plumbedconsider then its standing as suggested in a survey of mass communication faculty, and finally suggest a new, less vague and more accurate method of separating the wheat from the chaff (and actually keeping the wheat)-apologies to Mr. Stevenson. (Stevenson 
2010, 1)
Where we are now (and how we got here)
Stories abound-especially in blogs and other online platforms-of rough treatment at the hands of tenure committees and department faculty regarding the, attimes, opaque steps that raises a professor from assistant to associate. Sometimes these stories refer to seemingly arbitrary changes in tenure standards: "They did this without informing anyone who would be affected by it, or the tenured faculty, for that matter.
This means that probationary faculty who did what they were asked to do, and even those who might have looked beyond their department for a second opinion as to how to meet the bar, were hammered. Tenure denials went from ten percent to forty percent. Twothirds of the women up for promotion were denied." (Tenured Radical 2008, 1) Sometimes the stories relate political decisions trumping scholarly standards:
"One of the frustrations of administration is that process is grievable [sic] but judgments aren't, so when people disagree with judgments, they attack process. ("This is an outrage! How was this decision made?" or its close cousin "It isn't so much what they did, but how they did it.") In many cases, the same people who routinely decry administrative paperpushers are also the first to allege procedural irregularities when something happens that they don't like; they rarely see the contradiction. Since many processes are relatively cutand-dried, the way to attack them is through character assassination-allege bias against whatever trait is at hand. And it's incredibly hard to prove you weren't thinking something, no matter how far from your mind it actually was." (Dad 2008) And, sometimes the process appears to favor one demographic over another:
"Findings indicated that females were more likely than males to mention the influence of parental expectations on their emerging career interests and appraisal of their potential; that many participants had a preoccupation with knowing where they stand in the tenure process and a craving for specific indices; that most departments are characterized by a culture of competition; and that, although males and females both struggle with the issue of social expectations, males appeared more likely to arrive at a decisive stand and point of resolution while females continually feel ambivalent." (Verrier 1992) And, contrary to the popular notion that tenure is a one-time and done decision, more attention is now given to evaluation of a tenured professor's on-going research and teaching activities. The concept of "Retired In Place" (RIP) is giving way to ongoing reviews and assessments. "During this period of re-definition of tenure, which includes the contentious issue of post-tenure review, it is important that the process for tenure evaluation is well understood and fairly executed. The tenure process is not a one-time event but a process that begins at the time that the job description is formulated and ends with retirement from the profession." (Bradley 2006) It is an ironic turn that tenure review itself is undergoing (and has always undergone, some would posit): a sort of review of tenure. It has never, historically, tended to remain in one place under one standard for long. Important historic moments have occurred, whether it is the adoption of certain standards by the ruling authority, be it the church or royalty, or the evolution of the university in Paris and Bologna, or even further back, the lesson seminar entities in Greek and Islamic histories. Tracking tenure, however, is less about the standing of the university as it is about the precept of an independent scholar, much as a successful surgery is far more important to the patient (and doctor) than the hospital in which it takes place. While tenure has shifted over time, no period has presented its largest challenges as now. Beginning in the mid-1990s, a combination of rapid technological advances combined with shrinking state funding and university budgets has recast the concept of tenure. Its place as the best protection for independent scholarship has now shifted to a view-especially among funding groups such as state legislatures-that tenure is an unaffordable privilege for a few. As politicians increasingly use The University as a straw man to capture votes, scholars also face pressure from accreditation groups to reverse declining educational standards, as well as adopt improved teaching techniques to create higher student learning outcomes. Salaries are frozen, faculty lines left unfilled, and donor support dwindling. To be a scholar in this country at this time is, perhaps, as marginalized, and unpopular position that tenure for researchers has faced in decades, perhaps centuries. Perhaps.
Yet, a close reading of history would reveal that the university's tenure system has always drawn more than its fair share of criticism. From church purview, to royal patronage, to scholarly overview, some observers have always considered the system of who is acceptable and who is not as elitism based on subservience to existing (stale?) standards defined by the academy. What is not always noted is that tenure, in one form or another, goes as far back as Athens, far earlier than the creation of The University in the Middle Ages.
The History of Tenure Review: Prior to 1600
From one perspective, this is well-trod ground. Discussions of the influence of popes, kings, and other medieval power brokers on who was allowed to teach and conduct research in monasteries and courts are numerous and well-cited. The same can be said regarding the creation of universities, whether those that came to be in Paris or Bologna. We would refer the curious reader to these powerful works for a summary of what happened where and when in terms of academic tenure in the times prior to Gutenberg. (Fuhrman and Lazeson 2005; Hamilton 2002; Joughin 1969, 374; Hofstadter and Metzger 1955; Keast and Macy 1973, 276; Hannam 2009, 12; Plater 1995; Clark 1987; Fuchs 1963; Halse and Lilien 1986; Post 2003) Indeed, some of these provide excellent summaries, in great detail, of tenure practices following the creation of the printing press. It is not the intent of the author to revisit all of these works, but rather to examine a particular part of the academic tenure practices of those times that are of some importance today, specifically, the clarity of what research publishing was valued and/or allowed. This "valued and allowed" dichotomy is of importance, for over time the creation of works that might be published increased faster than the acceptance of works for publishing. It is this gap between the almost absolute certainty that a researcher publishing in 1500 possessed, for instance, versus the degree of confidence a researcher publishing in 2000 might exhibit. The almost complete control of the publishing process in Medieval times by the church and/or state -depending where in Europe the researcher resided at the time-was far clearer and straightforward as compared to academic practices in modern times. This is not to suggest that there were not issues, such as the dismissal of faculty speaking openly about contemporary social ills, such as was the case with the firing of Scott Nearing by the Wharton School in 1913 (Sass 1982) . It is to argue that the clarity of what was "valued and allowed" was often stated via edicts and papal bulls, versus the, sometimes, vague terms contained within tenure standards today.
As noted by Hannam, it was the university itself as a concept that was uniquely European and uniquely constructed to be ruled by the scholars that comprised it (Hannam 2009, 12) . Prior to the creation of universities, scholars were answerable to a single entity or immovable religious strictures.
Previous models of education and research establishments has existed, such as the Museum of Alexandria answerable to the king, the schools of Athens answerable to a single scholar and the madrasas of Islam whose activities were rigidly limited by religious law and the wishes of their founders. (Hannam 2009, 2) As noted by Clark, "the Church exerted a dominating authority and pervasive influence over culture and society in the Middle Ages," and outside the "soaring cathedrals and cloistered monasteries," education was the activity of clerics. (Clark 1987, 669) . The pathways to success in the Middle Ages almost always involved strict adherence to monastic edicts. This was especially true in Northern Europe (Clark 1987, 670) .
The creation of secular schools, especially in Italy in the twelfth century, shifted power away from the church and into the hands of a new, rising "lay-spirited" middle class. The University of Bologna, "known for its secular, democratic, and egalitarian attitudes," (Clark 1987, 671) was created in response to the need among teachers and students to feel free to study outside of the strict terms set down by religious edicts. Yet, even here, and in Paris, the rise of this innovative educational model-the universitystill sought the approval of Rome and the Pope. Teachers were expected to follow the strict course plans provided to them. (Clark 1987, 672) . And successful students, who flocked to Bologna from all over Europe despite the dangerous hazards of travel at the time, could look forward to careers in politics, city administration, or the judiciary.
It was at Bologna at that what might be the first example of a tenure process was adopted. The doctoral candidate's mentor would be present him to both an archdeacon and the faculty of the college, followed by an examination conducted by two of the faculty members. The full faculty would then pose more questions and comments. If a majority of the doctors then voted to accept the candidate, he would be promoted. The new doctor would then present a "doctoral disputation" at the cathedral, where the degree would be official conferred. (Clark 1987, 700) .
As noted by Clark and others, the expectation of these examinations was that the candidate could recite the accepted standards of understanding within one or more of four areas of learning and research: law, medicine, theology, and liberal arts. These new faculty members were expected to attract fee-paying students, the life blood of these rising universities, and those professors who were most successful were highly prized and in great demand.
Interestingly, the form of the examinations involved the challenging of arguments made by candidates. In the case of doctoral candidates, a small group of chosen faculty members would examine a candidate's written proposal, judging it for both the work's adherence to canon law as well as its scholarly nature. If heretical statements were found, the candidate would have the opportunity to correct the errors, or, in rare cases, deny the statements were in error. Notably, contrary to the commonly held belief that such statements lead to instances of candidates being excommunicated, a candidate found of making heretical statement-and willing to correct or successfully dispute the errorsfaced no long-term damage to their careers. (Hannam 2009, 7) . But such promotion was not an assurance of academic freedom; that concept would be part of a movement that occurred several centuries later in Northern Europe.
The Modern Landscape of Academic Tenure
As we, the university, moved further and further into the realm of the professional professoriate, rules arose to cover all manner of possibilities within a community run by faculty. One of these was the matter of how a researcher might be provided the protection from "outside forces" to the extent that provocative ideas might be presented without fear of reprisals. One might call this the Galileo Rule, in respect to science being bounded by theological rule.
The more scholastic, less ideological model, it was thought, would allow the ideas of round and flat worlds to co-exist, at least as much as arguments could be made in support of each. Researchers could not only suggest provocative ideas, but they could research unpopular subjects, all without fear that they would be punished by some nonscholarly entity, such as the church. What took the place of the Pope would be a bank of peers, fellow scholars, who would offer an unbiased, clear-cut analysis of the value of the researcher to academia.
It is not the view of this researcher, however, that this lessening of religious constricts (Hofstadter and Metzger 1955 ) (which exist in some places in this country to this day) resulted in a sudden golden age of academic freedom. Nor does this suggest that this freedom suddenly sprung forth (consider the case of Willard C. Fisher in 1931) (Metzger 1973,146) .
However, it can be argued that researchers in the 16th Century might have had a better idea when they were trending on thin ice than academics do today. In a religious system, the lines are brighter, and the penalties and cures for violating the rules of the theocracy better well known. The rules of academic conformity today, generally involving "objections to the economic or political views of faculty members," have been extended to include utterances regarding "sex, or literary works which have been deemed offensive" (Fuchs 1963 ) .The exact nature of what constitutes such offenses are not so clearly stated or widely known. It is not unlike walking through a minefield unaware not only of the location of the explosive items, but even of their very existence.
But it is not the intent of this author to plough again the fields of discourse that have focused on these issues, dealt with so ably by others (Plater 1995; Post 2003; Metzger 1973; McPherson and Schapiro 1999; Seipel 2003; De George 2003; Connolly 2000; Thorens 2006; Plater 2008; Goldin and Katz 1999; Resnik 2010) . Nor is it the intent of this essay to suggest that politics, religion, and personal biases can ever be wholly removed from the academic tenure process. After all, one person's carefully measured opinion is to another a knee-jerk, unfounded bias.
It is the intent to offer a quick take on where at least one part of academia -mass communications-resides in the spectrum of tenure review, and to posit from this some curative options. We do, of course, give great due to what happened to the tenure process in the last century. The path that higher education took in the latter part of the 19th
Century and into the early 20th Century that led modern higher educational institutes away from dull strictures of rote learning to the far more exciting and lively realm of the generation of ideas, as outlined by Connolly. The path was a crucial departure from a clear syllabus of specific rules regarding to "perceptive importance of religion, the disciplinary advantages of the classics, and, above all the waywardness and immaturity of youth that classed for precepts and discipline." (Hofstadter and Metzger 1955, 279) . The new university of the early 20th Century was intended to be a place of thought, and, most important to this essay, a place of tenure as a mechanism framed to protect the freedom of speech guaranteed to the general populace via the Constitution, but not as yet extended such freedoms to academic faculty. We draw broad strokes here, of course, but the rise of the concept of "academic freedom" and its relationship to "academic tenure" as described by the newly created American Association of University Professors (AAUP) in 1915, 1940 , and other occasions would on the one hand certainly lead to more lively discussions, but also, unfortunately, to far more vague standards. Within a university structure largely influenced by Kant's precepts regarding the establishment of the "higher faculties," the stricture on a freedom to speak to one's beliefs within academia would shift from government and church to the university, to cohorts within specific disciplines. We saw the autocrats and theocrats abolished, but created a new class of judges who were charged with the responsibility of protecting progress: the faculty of the colleges within these institutions. The result is a structure that exists to this day, one that promises academic freedom, a freedom that is "necessary to safeguard the search for truth," but that, as noted by Connolly, may be "just so much window-dressing used to disguise the realities of entrenched privilege" (Connolly 2000, 75) .
What is suggested within this work (and others) is that the task of ensuring academic freedom is not complete, but merely rendered to a higher education bureaucracy composed of "special" elite faculty, tenured to provide judgments on others based on concepts that are not nearly so clear or specific as they were a few centuries past. Add to this the economic and inherent political pressures of our times, and you have, as outlined by Thorens, a landscape of constant strife between "the hegemony of the economic world and the large multinationals, more powerful than many countries" and the Academy, with its desire to protect the autonomy of the university stricto sensu (Thorens 2006, 108) . This conflict between society and the university has and will always be with us, and, again as noted by Thorens, this may be desirable. Either way, "to the issue of academic freedom and university autonomy, there can be no definite and permanent solution" (Thorens 2006, 108) .
But again, it is not the intent of the author to suggest either that the current system is irreparably flawed or that some magic wand exists to make tenure review a perfect measure of an academic's value to Society, whether that Society is within or without the university. It is, rather, to look at some steps that might be employed to move us a few steps down the road to a better, fairer, and more accurate measurement. If we first can agree that the ideal of Academic Freedom is fraught with "exceedingly fuzzy boundaries" The email requested that the professors take an essay that dealt primarily with online journals, specifically the standing of those publications that were "born digital" and had never been offered in print form. While the results of the main portion of the survey proved to be very interesting (the single-digit acceptance of research published in bornonline academic journals), the response by more than four dozen professors (roughly 10% of the respondents) to a few questions regarding expectations for tenure were equally fascinating. The survey respondents (and two email respondents) expressed fear, worry, and outright rage regarding their school's tenure process.
These answers to questions regarding tenure committee expectations fell into two general categories: that the lack of specific tenure standards is purposeful in order to allow maximum flexibility to the candidate's favor, or to ensure a negative outcome. The first of these categories (to benefit the tenure candidate), included comments such as "Unfortunately, when I got to [the tenure] question of your survey I had difficulty completing it because I was required to discuss specific numbers regarding publication expectations and my department does not specify any number of publication expectations-I know this sounds vague, but our senior faculty has advocated that not specifying a specific number of research expectations in the different research categories (e.g., major publications, national/regional journals, national/regional conference presentations, etc.) allows for flexibility in evaluating and crediting faculty with their work." While the rationale of flexibility was not frequent in these voluntary comments, it would be unwise to think that many who completed the survey without offering comments would not agree. Allowing tenure committees the chance to weight each candidate is at the least acceptance that tenure itself is comprised of more than publishing. Yet, some academics fear that a lessening of the standards will result in an equally lessening of results. It is, as put by Ferris, a way to measure the future worth of a Part of the argument for stricter standards is that publication be restricted to only the best publications. Measuring the quality of a journal, though, gets sticky. Some of the survey respondents took a swing at it, though, with many offering terms such as "peer reviewed" and "rejection rates." Several mentioned perceived journal quality as a valid guideline, while others suggested issues of possible legal considerations. One, in fact, addressed both of these areas:
"At the two Research 1 universities I've worked at, [a specific number of required journal articles] is, by design, never specified. The idea, of course, is that if someone said two per year was the magic number, tenure Another respondent suggested the tenure process had created a cottage industry of publishing that was created and sustained not because of the value of the research, but the value of publishing to tenure and promotion. "It would be useful to know readership and impact of the articles. So many peer-reviewed articles end up having no impact. They're just part of the tenure/promotion machine. It feeds on itself." This is an interesting point and deserves further research. Have we created enough journals to satisfy a need to publish to attain tenure or a need to support and disseminate well-deserving research?
Are we resisting creating new journal for fear the rejection rates will fall?
A few other respondents suggested that the degree to which an article is cited might provide a measure of the value of both that research and the journal in which it appeared. As one put it, "citation patterns are generally the most important indicators of the value of a journal, since they indicate the value of the articles that are cited." Of course, a frequent issue with citation rates is that bad research can be cited as an example of error, and yet, using the citation as a measure would mistakenly be taken as valuing that faulty research. automatically get a print journal in the mail every quarter. Yet, interest groups might, logically, be in a better position to claim some readership from groups members than Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly, which is automatically sent to all AEJMC members. As for "standing" and "reputation," much of this has more to do with tradition than performance, not unlike the royalty status of some individuals in countries with a long history of kings and queens. Finally, "impact" is, well, impossible to gauge, except over some extended period of time, and would seemingly have more to do with the research published than the tome in which it appeared. As one survey respondent noted, "an article in a good journal that no one cites does not make much of an impact." And another chimed in: "Measuring reputation becomes the difficult part, of course (impact measures have considerable lag)." The conclusion here might be that good research might improve the reputation of a journal, but the reputation of a journal should not automatically raise the value of the research contained within.
Finally, some simply threw of their hands and declared their ability to offer what their department's standards for tenure to be so vague as to be useless. "I started taking this survey and realized I did not know most of the answers. There was never a choice that read 'it is not clear within our handbook' or some such thing." Another simply noted: "I have no clue."
Leaving tenure-track professors to fend for themselves with little or no feedback is neither optimal nor as frequent as these comments might make it seem. But, clearly, it happens too often. Placing personal ego or negative feelings in the place of sound academic reasoning also has no place in the tenure process. It could be argued that this willingness to "misbehave" is linked to the anonymous nature of the process. It could also be argued that in a shrinking economic environment that most state schools are facing, petty bickering should not be unexpected. Whatever, the cause, it is at least clear that while not necessary a full-blown epidemic, the vagaries of the tenure process is unnecessary so and should be eliminated.
The situation is further complicated by a lack of clear directives for tenure-track faculty (as noted in the survey results). Faculty in many schools simply lack and idea of what is expected of them.
The purpose of yearly evaluations and three-year reviews should be to give accurate and unvarnished criticism of a candidate's work. Mentoring systems should likewise closely monitor a probationary faculty member's progress (or lack thereof), which in turn should be reported to everyone on the committee and the candidate in a timely and clear manner. Yet such safeguards and checks are only fitfully applied. On many campuses, the third-year review is cursory and mealy-mouthed. A common outcome is the "problem" candidate whom nobody wants to deal with until the tenured faculty members and chair get a chance to hide behind an anonymous vote. (Perlmutter 2010) Add to this the publish or perish pressure placed on faculty, especially those who seek to publish in areas and journals "outside" their Kantian academic areas, and you generate research that can be published, not always what should be published. As we increase the number of faculty globally, are we providing reliable outlets for their research?
Issues Facing Tenure Candidates: The pressure to "properly" publish or perish A rising tide of entrepreneurialism is sweeping through universities worldwide (Wilson 2010) . Faculty are expected to produce more research, receive more grants, and crank out better students. But, unfortunately, the environment that would make it more likely these goals would be reached is becoming instead a field of fierce competition. As noted by Wilson: With standards for tenure at major research universities rising year by year, professors say academe has become such a pressurecooker environment that faculty jobs barely resemble those of a generation ago. (Wilson 2010) Part of the pressure comes from the creation of more and more doctorates without an equal number of new positions being created in all fields. That is, while overall demand for new professors is expected to be up overall, in some areas, the growth is miniscule at best (Aylesworth-Spink 2010, 1).
The added numbers of new academics is also causing a log-jam in publishing, with the creation of new print journals almost at a standstill (Abandoning Print, 2008, 11) . New journals are skipping the "print stage" and jumping directly online, which is good for new researchers, but not necessarily valued by traditionalists among tenured faculty. Thus, while the opportunity to publish in small, online journals may rising, it might cause some researchers to pause. The need to publish in the most prestigious journals is still present in most universities, regardless of whether the standard is driven by actual outcomes or personal biases.
Issues Facing University Administration: The Race to the Top Ten
I ran across an address some time ago by a vice-chancellor at a university in Virginia who suggested that all community colleges strive to be 4-year universities, and that all 4-year universities strive to be Research One universities, and that all Research One universities strive to be Ivy League universities, and that all Ivy League universities strive to be Oxford University. I thought it was clever at the time and think even more so now as the desire by every university to be ranked in the 10 of some field seems even more pervasive.
Anyone reading this could easily scan the conversation online that seems to just throb regarding the chase for the golden apple of academic stardom. Just employ the search terms "university pursues top-ten status" and the results will be convincing: The deep desire to be known as a top ten for something can lead to some rather odd pronouncements, such as suggesting that a university is the best north of one river and south of another. It is indicative, though, of the intense pressure on all universities to justify their existence and their worthiness in the area of grants: the mother's milk of all research and life blood of all universities. Without status, or so the old saw goes, there will be not grants, and without grants there will be no great research, and without great research there will be no students. It is an argument that is hard to gainsay.
Thus, with pressure applied, with the fate of an entire university bearing down on tenure-track researchers, you would believe that everything that could be done to encourage the best work would be a de facto activity at all universities.
You would be wrong. As noted in the comments earlier, some faculty-at least in my field of mass communication-are adrift without a sail, up a river with no paddle. And while I am loathe to apply numbers to this, it is not a long reach to suggest that the roughly 10% of the survey respondents who offered comments are of some significance.
So what is to be done to right the ship? The first step might be to remove fear born of ignorance from the till and bring some element of clarity to the process of tenure itself.
Potential Solutions: Ten Ideas, Some Using New Media and Social Networks
The primary question that all faculty must face is whether it is their intent to create successful tenured colleagues. Lacking a commitment to the idea that a department is made stronger by hiring and promoting faculty who will challenge existing precepts and commit to progress leads only to an environment of defensiveness. I offer these ideas based on the comments, as well as the research of others previously cited.
1. First, let's agree that any department, school, or college that does not weed out its bullies will forever face irrational, irreconcilable biases within its faculty that dampen team spirit and affect every element of teaching, research, and service. Bullying can take various forms, but they are at least consistent in the application of far and threats. Department heads must at least neutralize these characters. If the bully is the department chair, then the faculty must find a way, either through outside mediation or a forceful appeal to the dean, to bring the situation under control.
2. The online academic world-whether it is in an academic commons, clouds, or e-reserves-has not created new rules. It has revealed how the rules we have clung to in the past are more irrelevant than they were when they were created. Exchanging an anonymous "peer" faculty for the Crown or the Church as taskmasters and judges of a professor's worth is an improvement. However, the cure is not without its faults. Every tenure review must be based on sound arguments, arguments that must themselves withstand the rigorous examination by other peers. A professor's work should be subjected to the most energetic reviews, the most penetrating examinations. But the exercise could be improved
with a more open participation. This could be accomplished by increasing the committee of review, or by creating a review of the reviews themselves. Both or either of these could be accomplished easily through the use of online technology already available to all tenure committees.
3. Evaluate the work, not the number.
Consider this, should the singular work of Einstein in outline his Theory of Relativity be enough to earn him tenure in at physics department in the world. This is a difficult hurdle for almost all tenure committees. The sense is that, somehow, being free to comment without being identified to the candidate would render more honest appraisals. Yet, negative comments would likely be couched in more positive terms if names were attached. And, if the school offered mid-tenure reviews, as most do, the comments might (and ought to) lead to further interaction and mentoring. If any rule should drive a tenure committee, it should be that a bad researcher rendered into a good researcher is far better than a dismissal. This especially true in schools that offer little or no tenure mentoring to help fledgling academics learn the ropes of publishing. If the master's degree is intended to ensure we have a good researcher, the doctoral process certainly should be all about increasing the likelihood that the candidate will create valued, publishable research. While both of these tenants are debatable, it cannot be argued that a school hires an assistant professor with the hope that the assistant will blossom into an associate.
6. Mentoring for tenure success.
It is inexcusable that any school should have assistant professors floundering in the dark about what is required for tenure. It is inexcusable that any corner of academia has allowed the process to overcome the purpose. We can all debate what the tenure process is intended to produce, but the wise among us would certainly agree it not to produce candidate who can past artificial standards.
The idea of allowing flexibility to ensure no worthy candidates are lost is noble.
But without an engaged mentor, it is so easily can slip into darkness, leaving the candidate in constant fear of defeat without any certainty of how to avoid disaster.
Nothing is so fearful for a tenure candidate than defeat. And, while other institutions might be willing to accept the "failed" candidate, the denial would create a scar not easily forgotten. It is the sort of event that can, and likely has, crushed promising researchers and teachers. And is so unnecessary. An active mentor can guide the candidate by offering lucid, honest appraisals and suggestions, starting on the first day of the hire. This very wise statement does not preclude a department from relying almost exclusively on student evaluation, which as a friend of mine once noted is asked of a population at a time of tremendous pressure, and, at times, feelings of anger, fear, and hostility. Additionally, any department interested in establishing something more than whether a tenure-track faculty member is a "good teacher"
should be actively engaged in insuring that this good teacher is actually created.
Few are born to teach; but many can become good teachers. Moreover, tenured faculty should be more than reporters at the scene of a disaster. They are in a position to prevent the disaster, by again offering engagement, advice, and observation. From visiting the classroom to setting regular meetings (especially early in the first semester), the tenured mentor can sound out the new professor, provide real guidance, and help not only the tenure candidate but also the students being taught.
8. Outside comment on a professor's work.
This may be the hardest task for any tenure committee: the crossing of department or college barriers. Seeking outside comment of works, such as books, is commonplace in publishing (Plater 1995, 42) . It offers the writer a fresh perspective, and, with a tenure committee, a chance to find out what was missed. This is another touchy issue. In recent years, the term "scholarly research"-at some universities-has come to include activities seemingly foreign to (some) "pure" academic researchers. Such activities might include editing an academic journal, working on a non-grant generating project that benefits the university, acting as a reviewer for several scholarly journals, or providing leadership in teaching excellence. As I have noted elsewhere, in an academic world that is rapidly become more and more global by the second, the need for more outreach and guidance to educators everywhere is not only good, it cannot be replaced by text books or software programs. Teachers learn best from good teachers. Researchers learn best from good researchers. Valuing these actives, including work on new online journal-admittedly a personal issue for me-is not somehow degrading the concept of tenure. It is, instead, recognizing that scholarship in the new century is more than generating a significant p in a research paper within a local, isolated room. We are, or should be, a global faculty.
10. Stay engaged.
We all have ridiculous schedules. We all take on more than we should.
This is a given. It is not, however, an excuse for not being active in all phases of our department, school, college, university, and academia. We all, by and large, know this. This needs to be extended to new faculty, many of whom come from industry, where-trust me-the rules are far different. Bottom line, no tenuretrack professor should ever feel lost, uncertain, or fearful of their success because of some sort of tenure committee rationale that "I did it, they should be able to do it." Just because we were not provided adequate leadership and guidance, it
should not follow that we pass this along to those who follow. Right-headed thinking argues we want those who follow us to be better than we are. We must be actively involved and stay actively involved if this is to happen.
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